
BOTTLE COOLER Controllers

XRB



Controllers for BOTTLE COOLER Applicationsntrollers ffoor BBBBBOOOOOOTTLE COOLER Applicati

CX: 32x74mm

XRB SERIES

The XRB series is an innovative range of products designed for every kind of bottle cooler applications:

The family has an attractive design and new innovative functions expecially dedicated to energy saving.The family has an attractive design and new 



ADVANCED ENERGYSAVINGALGORITHM INSIDE

DIMENSIONS & CUT-OUT

Display available also in blue or green;
please contact Dixell for further information

protection cover
for terminal blockDisplay with icons for a complete

information about the machine status



APPLICATIONS

Depending on the kind of application, Dixell has designed 3 different controllers that ensure the highest standards of performance of the cooler.

XRB04CX

XRB06CX

Designed also for “STREET COOLER” applications
thanks to the heating function

XRB04CX

XRB06CX

XRB07CX

OPEN CABINET - WITH or WITHOUT NIGHT CURTAIN COOLERS

DOOR CABINET - VENTILATED COOLERS

DOOR CABINET - STATIC COOLERS

for 
heating elements, condenser 
temperature, etc ...

   management



SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

SMART DEFROST

be managed automatically and its time duration depends on the effective presence of 
ice on the evaporator surface.

ENERGY SAVING

EXTRA COOLING for FILLING

It is possible to manage heating elements by using an auxiliary relay output; this can be 

temperature regulator.

ANTI-SWEAT HEATERS MANAGEMENT

The XRB family is able to choose the best suited set point and to decide the beginning and the 
duration of any defrosts based on the real using conditions and without external sensors.

SELF REGULATION CAPABILITY

SERVICE  PRODUCTION
The XRB controllers include several functions designed to help the manufacture and 
the service personnel:



Simplified commissioning operations

High reliability

Reduced CO2 emission

USEFUL FOR...

...FOR END USER

p

Few parameters to manage
There is a really reduced set of parameters which

Less programming time

controllers adapt themselves to the temperature 
conditions and the kind of use.

While replacing existing controllers,  
new functions can be introduced
It is possible to introduce advanced energy saving 
concepts in existing cabinets with or without a door 
switch sensor.

High flexibility thanks to the different energy saving modes

...FOR OEM



and easyand easy
parameter update

in production

WIRINGS

ACCESSORIES

against dripping
on terminal blocks

XRB04CX XRB06CX XRB07CX

± 3 d.p. ± 3 d.p. ± 3 d.p. 

Thermostat

Defrost

config config config

config config config

pres pres pres

opt opt opt

STATIC APPLICATIONS  VENTILATED APPLICATIONS

FEATURES
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